
GOOD EARTH COTTON



Turning negatives,
into positives.



Modern Regenerative and 
Smart Farming 

421kg of C02e per bale
227kg Australian bale
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20% less water
Than conventional cotton

A maximum of 600 US 
gallons per bale

5% energy reduction 
every year

A move to renewable 
sources

Traceable seed to shelf
Powered by FibreTrace® 
transparency technology

Results reference the world’s first Good Earth Cotton® farm, Keytah in Moree North West NSW, Australia.

Water differential is based on average global irrigated cotton use, reported by the International Cotton Advisory Committee.
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Imagine The Impact

8-10% of global carbon 
emissions*

Are generated by the 
global textile industry

25% of the worlds fibre**
Is cotton

Soil is one of the largest 
carbon sinks

And it’s one we can 
manage

We can sequester more 
than we emit***

If we work together

* Reported by the UN Fashion Alliance, and substantiated by McKinsey Report 2020 Fashion On Climate.

** Textile Exchange preferred fibre report.

*** Showcased through Good Earth Cotton farm Keytah primary data and third party audits.

https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/fashion%20on%20climate/fashion-on-climate-full-report.pdf
https://textileexchange.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Textile-Exchange_Preferred-Fiber-Material-Market-Report_2020.pdf


Every step we take is towards 
a carbon positive f uture - 

today in Australia, tomorrow, 
we hope the world.



Welcome to Keytah.
Keytah is the world’s first Good Earth Cotton® farm, located in Moree, 

NSW, Australia.

With an average production of 14 bales/Ha, Good Earth Cotton® has 

some of the highest cotton yields with consistent high quality.

Keytah has the capacity to produce up to 70,000 (227kg) bales per 

annum - equivalent to in excess of 40M garments or 13M single sheet 

sets.

Every cotton harvest at Keytah we sequester enough 
carbon to take over 4,500 cars of the road.
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Sundown Pastoral Co.
With 35 years of industry know-how, Sundown Pastoral Company have 

been  leaders in revolutionising cotton farming as we know it - resulting  

in the world’s first carbon positive cotton crop.

Sundown Pastoral Co, comprised of Keytah and St Ronan’s estates, is 

owned by the Statham family. Three generations of the Statham family 

have worked the farm; each generation continues to prioritise 

sustainability and quality.

COTTON SPECS.
● 3.5 - 4.9 NCL
● 28 GPT (strength)
● Strict Middling, 2 leaf, 1-5/32”               +100 usc/points/lb
● Strict Middling, 2 leaf, 1-3/16”               +125 usc/points/lb
● Strict Middling, 2 leaf, 1-7/32”               +150 usc/points/lb
● Middling, 3 leaf, 1-1/8”                         BASE
● SLM, 3 leaf, 1-1/8”-1-5/32”                    -300 usc/points/lb
● SLM, 4 leaf, 1-1/8-1-5/32”                     -400 usc/point/lb

PER BALE

-421 kg CO2e/bale
This result is dominated by the soil carbon sequestration 

that resulted from a  number of practice changes that were 

introduced in the cotton farming process. This result is 

focused on the cotton crop itself.
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WHOLE FARM

-26,682 T CO2e
The total farm on which Good Earth Cotton® is grown has an 

accumulated carbon credit resulting from the introduction of 

farming practices that enhance carbon sequestration. This is 

a “negative-emission” result  meaning that the farm is 

climate positive or a carbon sink as opposed to a source of 

carbon emissions.

PER T-SHIRT

-0.42 kg CO2e/t-shirt
Based on 1,000 t-shirts per bale of cotton. This figure is the 

carbon you can sequester by selecting Good Earth Cotton. 

Does not take into account any production or shipping 

emissions beyond farm gate.
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Sharing is essential.

We don’t want to be the new standard.

We want to be in it together.

We aim to develop meaningf ul partnerships, backed by primary 
data, measuring the progress of  cotton farmers globally, and 

celebrating the never ending steps towards a better f uture  for 
our industry and planet.



How is it done?

Advanced agronomics

Zero to Minimum Tillage

High yield, reducing resources

Biodiversity, native vegetation and natural pest management

Organically composted waste

Low water use

Solar and renewable energy



How is it 
monitored? 

Carbon sequestration 
- Total farm average over a five harvest period allowing for climatic change
- If you do not have 5 years of data, you are transitioning
- FibreTrace must mark all Good Earth Cotton fibres at raw lint, or ginning 

stage.

Traceable and secure
- Good Earth Cotton requires FibreTrace at gin/lint point-of-origin. 

Best practice water management
- Efficient water use
- Implement the gross production water use index 

+5% reduction on energy emissions per bale YOY, moving to renewables
- Data must be reported annually

Effective and reduced chemical use
- 2.5% of cropped area planted with natural pest management solutions
- Follow WHO Standards

- No highly hazardous chemical use
- Category 2 or lower, moderately hazardous acceptable

Annual data reports, per farm total cropping area
- Soil carbon, water use, energy use, chemical use
- Carbon sequestration to be reported total cropping area and per bale 

- FibreTrace will calculate per t-shirt, pant and sweater for the 
market

- All data must be reported within 3 to 4 months of harvest



A Look At  Carbon Emissions

To note:

● Data outside of GEC is not farm specific, based on LCA 

and studies that aggregate general data and 

information.

● This data comes from a variety of sources (Aus Industry, 

US EPA, Shah et al, PE International, etc, and therefore 

should not be used as a true comparison - to do as such 

farm specific harmonized raw data would be required 
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A Look At Water Efficiency

GOOD EARTH COTTON
2271L - 600 US Gal

WORLD AVERAGE
10,000L - 2642 US Gal

Reported on irrigated cotton only, per 1kg of lint.

Good Earth Cotton® figures are primary data captured and reported on farm at Keytah, Moree, NSW.

World Average is from the International Cotton Advisory Committee water use comparison by country.14



Methodology and 
Measurement

ENERGY
- Kwh
- Solar and Hydro
- Energy provider

AV. GAS
- Litres 
- Flight routes 

logged

SOIL CARBON
- Co2e
- Bi-annual 

testing

WATER
- Litres
- Telemetry 

probes

FERTILIZER
- Kilograms
- Purchase and 

consumption

FUEL
- Litres
- Telemetry 

on tanks

PESTICIDES
- Litres
- Purchase and 

consumption

BIODIVERSITY
- Hectares
- Preservation
- Aerial maps

LIVESTOCK
- Holding vs Stock
- No of head audit

Carbon is the single indicator that represents 
9 core contributing factors.
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Australian best practice 
methodology, recognised 
international accreditation
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Collaboration to Advance.

Good Earth Cotton farm assessment and auditing tool to be in 

line with leading international standards and scalable at speed 

on an international level.

Climate Positive Item Project : case study being conducted on a 

single product global supply chain to build a model that is 

commercially scalable, providing brands the ability to accurately 

report a carbon reduction per SKU based on raw fibre purchase 

decisions.

Three pilot projects under liaison with the goal of trialing 

combined technologies to close the gaps for the industry - primary 

data from raw fibre production, facility data, social compliance - 

whilst verifying fibre integrity.



Carbon positive and 
traceable.

That’s Good Earth Cotton.
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Traceability And 
Impact Is Key
Good Earth Cotton® is powered by FibreTrace®.

FibreTrace® is a transparency technology that gives brands  20/20 vision of their supply chain 

at every step from seed to  shelf. FibreTrace® is installed at the point of origin, when the  

cotton is being ginned and traced throughout the global  textile supply chain. It is 

indestructible, and follows the  garment through to reuse, recycle or rebirth.

FibreTrace® incorporates a unique software platform called  the Fibre Impact Module, an 

integrated impact benchmarking platform that captures primary farm data, backed by

third-party verification – successfully measuring carbon, energy and water impact at the 

raw fibre source, utilising the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHC).

www.fibretrace.io

http://www.fibretrace.io/
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